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TIME OUT | MARK SULLIVAN

Not Suitable

I
We’ve now seen
the suits help
ruin three key
retailers in our
industry: Sports
Authority, City
Sports and
Sport Chalet.

’m suggesting that we ban suits in sports retailing. You can still wear a suit if you’re
so inclined, you just can’t be a suit. The suits, also known as bankers, private equity
executives and other so-called financial wizards, have made a mess of things. And now that
it’s all hitting the fan, these guys are running off to their lawyers and accountants begging
for help, while the folks who worked in their stores are heading to the unemployment line.
We’ve now seen the suits help ruin three key retailers in our industry: Sports Authority,
City Sports and Sport Chalet.
Let’s examine what should have happened, what did happen and what might still
happen. Retail businesses need money to grow. They need to open new stores, re-furbish
old ones and invest in executive talent. That’s where the bankers come in. Ideally they
should provide the money, the financial expertise and planning. And down the road, there is usually
an exit plan, such as taking the business public or selling to another private equity firm or financial
institution. These financial wizards usually have a five to seven year life span for these deals.
Now don’t get me wrong, our industry has seen some very successful
investments by PE firms, just not in retail and not lately. The financial firms
behind these retailers messed up in a variety of ways. In the case of Sports
Authority, they took on too much debt, couldn’t afford to physically upgrade
their B and C stores and got smoked by bigger, stronger competitors like
Dick’s, Academy and the Internet and now they are kaput.
With City Sports, the suits pushed the retailer to take their smartly
merchandised good-looking stores from urban to suburban areas. Hello!!
The name of the store is (was) City Sports, not Strip Mall Sports or
Suburban Sports. Those non-city stores were flops and hastened the demise
of what was once a great addition to our industry’s retail landscape.
Sport Chalet was also one of my favorite sport stores in which to shop.
The staff was enthusiastic and well trained and the merchandise selection
always offered something different than the usual sporting goods fare. But
the chain relied heavily on California stores and as that state’s economy
bumped along, the store struggled. The suits at Versa, who have done well
with other investments and still hope to make it work with Bob’s and EMS,
said no mas and opted to shut down all stores.
Don’t get me wrong. I’m not going all Bernie Sanders and saying bankers should be sent to work
camps to grow soybeans and medical marijuana. I’m saying to be successful in sports retailing, you
need to understand the business beyond the numbers. These financial wizards are typically well
educated and can make their spreadsheets sing arias, but it is amazing to me how lacking they are in
business basics. The best businesses are about ideas, people and execution. These banker types are
convinced they can rub two nickels together and end up with a quarter. In retail, particularly sporting
goods retail, it doesn’t work like that.
I’ve covered retail for more than 30 years and worked in stores during high school and college.
Sports retailing is different than other channels. And I don’t offer this as an excuse. I offer it more as
an explanation. It combines hardgoods and softgoods. It combines beautifully designed shoes and
jackets with jockstraps and knee braces. It is a mix of the aspirational with the practical. It is both
Stradivarius and Stratocaster. Those are its beauties and those are its challenges. Suits will never
understand it. O
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IN THE MARKET
Sports Authority’s Days Likely Numbered

Sports Authority’s assets are being sold off.

N

early two months into its Chapter 11 bankruptcy, Sports
Authority in late April abandoned its re-organization plan to
emerge as a smaller, more profitable sporting goods retailer
with 300 or so stores nationwide and a business focused
largely focused on e-commerce, private label merchandise
assortments and elevated levels of customer service.
Instead, Sports Authority will now proceed with a tactic
focused on selling off assets to pay creditors. A May 16 court auction date is
set and rivals Dick’s, Academy and Modell’s are reportedly submitting bids
for parts of the operation. Sports Authority’s next steps will likely involve
filing a liquidation plan with the court.
This new approach did not emerge without controversy. Sports Authority’s
debtor-in-possession financing package has raised the ire of both store land-

For more
information on
this story, visit
Insideinsight.com

lords and consignment vendors. The owners of Sports
Authority stores, aggregately owed approximately $27
million monthly, are alarmed they may be shorted on
rent payments since secured creditors will be paid first;
the vendors, also concerned about being paid, have
been reluctant to ship new merchandise given the possible asset divestitures and additional store liquidations.
A 1534-page court filing April 22 sheds some light
on the bankrupt retailer’s sales, finances, debts and
assets. In FY15 ended Jan. 30, 2016, Sports Authority
annual sales declined nearly 3.6 percent to $2.56 billion,
with non-business revenues for the 12 months off 10.3
percent to $5.79 billion. Annual royalty income slid 24
percent, or more than $987,000, to $3.12 million in FY15.
In the one month and three days before its March 2
filing, Sports Authority business revenues were almost
$192.7 million.
The retailer’s total liabilities of nearly $1.46 billion,
including $729.7 million in unsecured claims, are 5.6 percent higher than total assets of $1.38 billion. However,
the net book value of Sports Authority’s interest in
649 internet domain names and websites is listed as
unknown. Value of all inventory as of Feb. 12 stood at
$642.3 million. Secured lenders – Bank of America Retail
Finance Group ($346.0 million), Wells Fargo ($95.8 million) and Wilmington (DE) Saving Fund Society ($280.2 million) – in aggregate
are owed $722.1 million.
Two 2015 transactions by Sports Authority were apparently focused on
raising capital to fund operations and senior executive bonuses. Last July,
the retailer exchanged $8.1 million worth of inventory for $5.3 million in
future advertising purchases from Horizon Media and $2.8 million cash,
agreeing to buy $10 million in media before the ad credits could be utilized.
Four months later in November, 2015, the company sold its corporate jet for
$1.9 million. The price paid for the aircraft was enough to cover $1,663,000
in bonuses paid to six senior executives, including $570,000 to CEO Michael
Foss, $210,000 to Ronald Stoupa, chief marketing officer; and $276,000 to
Jeremy Aguilar. One month before the filing, Stoupa was awarded an additional $122,500 bonus, according to court documents. O

Change Underfoot at Nike, Adidas

A

head of its new fiscal
year in June when chairman and co-founder
Phil Knight is expected
to retire after 50 years
in the business, Nike has made a
number of changes in its executive suite and subsequently urged
shareholders to reject an unsolicited “mini-tender” offer by a private
Canadian investment company.
At the Adidas Group, which is
preparing for the summer arrival of
Kasper Rorsted, who will join the
Executive Board in August ahead of
his Oct. 1 appointment as CEO to
replace the retiring Herbert Hainer,
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the company says it generated
“strong brand momentum” in its
first quarter.
Adidas Group operating profit
jumped 35 percent to the equivalent
of $552.8 million in the period ended
March 31 on 22 percent currencyneutral revenue growth to $5.42
billion. With the announcement,
ahead of official first quarter results
May 4, Adidas upped its annual
profitability growth forecast from
continuing operations to a 15-18
percent increase versus a prior projection of a 10-12 percent gain.
At Nike, where the company
remains focused on $50 billion in

annual revenues by 2020, former
Polartec and Converse senior
executive Michael Spillane is the
new president of product and merchandising. He is replacing Jeanne
Jackson, who is retiring May 31.
Elsewhere, Elliott Hill is moving
to president of geographies and
integrated marketplace with responsibility for wholesale and direct to
consumer, and Heidi O’Neill shifts
to president of direct to consumer
from her prior role as president and
general manager of Nike Women’s.
At Converse, Davide Grasso moves
from chief marketing officer to president and CEO of the wholly owned

subsidiary, with Greg Hoffman
becoming the new CMO.
Nike wants shareholders to reject
the April 21 offer by TRC Capital
to purchase up to two million Nike
shares, less than one sixth of one
percent of outstanding shares, for
$57 each because the price is more
than four percent lower than the
stock’s closing price on the prior
day. Also, given the proposed
purchase is less than five percent
of Nike’s outstanding shares, TRC
Capital would be able to avoid
many disclosure and procedural
rules of the Securities and Exchange
Commission. — Bob McGee
sportsinsightmag.com

IN THE MARKET
The Running & Fitness Event For Women Set for June 9-10

T

Retailers can register to attend TR&FE4W at: therunningandfitnessevent.com
Any brand interested in sponsoring or exhibiting should contact
Beth Gordon at bgordon@formula4media.com
Retailers interested in attending can contact
Christina Henderson at chenderson@formula4media.com

he third edition of The
Running & Fitness Event
For Women will take
place June 9-10, 2016 at
McCormick Place and The
McCormick Place Hyatt in Chicago.
Now in its third year, the event
will feature a daylong conference
and a trade show featuring more
than 125 exhibitors.
The conference lineup includes
presentations from:
Robyn Waters, the former VP
of Trend, Design and Product
Development at Target; Griff
Long, the VP of Operations at
Equinox; Tess Roering, the CMO of
CorePower Yoga and Tom Flierl of
Hanson Dodge.
Dr. Jacqueline Sutera, a
surgically trained doctor of
podiatric medicine specializing in
the prevention and treatment of foot
pathology, will explain how best to
sell footwear to women, focusing on
how their feet and physiology are
different than men’s feet.
Trade show exhibitors will include
Altra, Balega, Brooks, CW-X, Eagle
Creek, Enell, Goodhew, Icebug,
Oofos, On Running, Pearl Izumi,
Ryka, Saucony, Skechers, Soffe,
Superfeet, tasc, Topo, Zamst, and
Zensah. First time exhibitors will
include: 361 Degrees, Body Glove
Activewear, LukkaLux, Liquido
Active, TLF, Tyr, and Tonic.

Show director Beth Gordon says
the addition of fashion activewear
brands such as Tonic, TLF and
LukkaLux will add a new dimension
to this year’s event.
“The market is growing, not
only in terms of size, but in
sophistication,” says Gordon.
“A few years ago, retailers were
excited just to have choices of
several different sports bras and
yoga apparel from vendors. Now
they are focused on what sports
or fitness activities attract their
customers and exactly what items
and brands are right for them.”
To address the fashion activewear
category and the growing market
served by this show, Formula 4
Media has introduced sportstyle, a
new trade magazine. The first edition was sent to retailers in May.
Any retailer who would like to see a
copy of sportstyle magazine should
contact Jeff Nott at jnott@formula4media.com
Gordon said retailers and brands
attending the event should benefit
from earlier dates than in the past.
“We’re planning the show one
month early in the buying cycle,
which will also give retailers a 30
day jump on planning for the fall
season and the following winter,”
she says. “The fact that June is the
nicest time of year in Chicago is
certainly an added attraction.” O

THE RUNNING & FITNESS EVENT FOR WOMEN AGENDA AT A GLANCE
Thursday, June 9, 2016

Friday, June 10, 2016

11:00 am
Registration Opens

6:15 am
Runner’s World Fun Run
Sponsored by CEP Compression,
SPIbelt, Trigger Point, Stunt Puppy,
Runner’s World, GoMotion

12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
Women’s Participation & Activities in
Health Clubs; How It Impacts Your
Business (and Lunch)
Presented by Griff Long, VP of Operations
at Equinox
1:00 pm - 2:15 pm
The Art of Tracking and Translating
Trends into Sales and Profit
Presented by Robyn Waters, Former Vice
President of Trend, Design & Product
Development at Target
2:30 pm - 3:45 pm
A Conversation with Tess Roering
of CorePower Yoga
Presented by Tess Roering, CMO
of CorePower Yoga

Conference Sessions
8:00 am - 10:00 am
The Future of Shopping and the Active
Woman’s Path to Purchase
Tom Flierl, VP of Marketing & Business
Strategy, Hanson Dodge
8:00 am - 10:00 am
She Runs Retail Women’s Executive
Roundtable
10:00 am - 5:00 pm
Trade Show Hours

4:00 pm – 8:00 pm
Trade Show Hours
 s 3PORTS )NSIGHT ^ -ay/*UNE 2016
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IN THE MARKET
Mission Athletecare Adds
Soccer Stars to Lineup

SKLZ Gets in the
Zone with Goalshot

David Villa signs on to the Mission team.

W

orld Cup champion and twotime Olympic gold medalist
Carli Lloyd and Men’s World
Cup Winner and NYCFC captain
David Villa have joined Mission
Athletecare as endorsers.
Co-founded in 2009 by a group of worldclass athletes, Mission offers a range of
products that aim to enhance performance
and speed up recovery through temperaturecontrol technologies. Lloyd and Villa join a
team of Mission Athletes that includes Serena
Williams, Dwyane Wade, Drew Brees, Reggie
Bush, David Wright and Mia Hamm, all of
whom have come together at Mission to raise

awareness for the issue of Heat Safety on and
off the field of play.
“We’re fired up to welcome both Carli and
David to the Mission Team,” says Josh Shaw,
founder and CEO of Mission. “They both embody
the true DNA of what we stand for at Mission.
Their commitment to excellence on and off the
field is exactly how we operate at Mission and
we’re proud to be aligned with two of the great
leaders in all of sports. As we expand to new
frontiers with Thermoregulation technologies,
Carli and David will be critical partners for us
in designing, developing and delivering gamechanging technologies for athletes at every level
of play — in all temperatures.” O

Howie Long
will endorse
Skechers
footwear.

Megan Rapinoe and Alex Morgan.

A

new product from SKLZ called the
Goalshot is designed to help soccer
players build the muscle memory and
vision involved in scoring. Goalshot,
a training net with shooting zones, is
a portable target that can be attached to a goal. It
helps players train to aim at specific zones of the
goal where research shows players are four times
more likely to score.
U.S. women’s soccer stars Alex Morgan and
Megan Rapinoe, who are SKLZ “Team Captains” for
soccer, played a part in the launch of SKLZ Goalshot
in May. The Goalshot retails for $299.99. O

Howie Long Is the Latest
to Partner with Skechers

P

ro Football Hall of Famer and
sports commentator Howie Long
has signed on with Skechers for
a multi-year spokesman relationship. Long will appear in
a campaign that promotes the footwear
brand’s comfortable and stylish men’s
collections.
Long’s first television commercial for
Skechers is set to launch in time for the
2016 football season. The spot will feature
the new Skechers men’s collection and
lead off a multi-tiered TV, print and digital
campaign that is expected to continue
across all media through 2018.
“Howie is a trusted and familiar face
to millions of football fans,” says Michael
Greenberg, president of Skechers. “Just
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like legends Joe Montana and Sugar Ray
Leonard, we know that Howie is an ideal
person to join our team and continue
spreading the word about our incredibly popular footwear to the millions
of men who love our comfort-focused
collections.”
Long is the latest big name to appear in
a Skechers men’s campaign, which have
previously featured the likes of Ringo Starr,
Leonard, Montana, Joe Namath, Ronnie
Lott, Mariano Rivera, Tommy Lasorda,
Mark Cuban, Karl Malone, Kareem AbdulJabbar, Rick Fox, Wayne Gretzky and Meb
Keflezighi. Baseball great Ozzie Smith also
recently appeared in a Skechers Relaxed Fit
footwear campaign that launched on MLB
opening day. O
sportsinsightmag.com

RETAIL STRATEGY

Put the Sports Back into Sporting Goods
Focusing on the Sports that the Business was Built on Is a Way Forward in a Shaky Landscape.
By Ron Menconi

I

I am not saying
to cut back
on apparel
and footwear.
I know what
pays the bills.
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f you walk into just about any sporting goods
store today, the first thing you will run into
are racks and racks of clothing. Apparel is
important. It has higher margins than most
hardgoods and in many cases is sold as an
impulse buy when people see something new.
But the fact is that you need to have equipment in
order to participate in just about every sport — you
don’t have to have special apparel. To play baseball
you need a ball, bat and gloves. For basketball you
need a ball and a hoop. For fishing, you need a rod,
reel and tackle. To go hunting, you need a gun and
some ammo. When hiking overnight, you need a
pack, tent and a sleeping bag. To be involved in
any of these, you don’t have to have uniforms or
specialized clothing. The equipment is a necessity
and the apparel is an option.
The origins of sporting goods stores came from
coaches, athletes and outdoor enthusiasts starting
their own stores. These people
saw a need and wanted to sell the
products for the sports they loved.
The backbone of these businesses
was selling the equipment for
these sports and activities and
then the apparel and accessories
to go along with them.
Today the makeup of most
sporting goods stores is just
the opposite. They have more
inventory, square footage and
marketing dollars devoted to
apparel than the hardgoods that
are necessary to participate in
the sports.
There are many outdoor
chains such as Cabela’s, Bass
Pro, REI and Academy Sports
& Outdoor that do a great job
selling equipment and also do well in apparel. They
are committed to everything it takes to specialize
in their sports and outdoor activities. They see the
big picture and have a good balance. The result
is a loyal customer base that knows they can find
the gear they need to do what they love and find
knowledgeable staff to help them. But many other
stores have backed off of hardgoods and any
specialty trained employees that can sell them.
What is missing in management from many
companies is a passion for sports. Many in the
management for sports chains today have come
from department and discount store backgrounds.
And many chains are owned by private equity firms
or investment companies. They look at the lower
margins for hardgoods and the knowledgeable, trained
employees it takes to sell equipment and decide to
scale back or get out of some of that altogether.
A great example of this situation is Sports

Authority. The original Sports Authority from
Florida and the companies they bought later
(Oshman’s Sports and Gart Sports) all had a strong
commitment to hardgoods, along with footwear and
apparel.
Early management knew the industry well and had
a passion for sports. They knew the best way to sell
more apparel was to be committed to the hardgoods
categories and promote them. The investment firm
that owned the chain started moving management
in from other retail sectors and they decided to
de-emphasize many hardgoods categories and to
get out of hunting and fishing in most stores. They
did not take care of the hard core sports enthusiasts
whose focus is on the equipment first. They wanted
to just sell the frosting, but not the cake that is the
foundation of the business.
Management did not know that the best way to
grow a sporting goods company is to specialize and
have a passion for sports. Sell more hardgoods to
true sports enthusiasts and they will come in more
often and buy the apparel and accessories that
go with that sport. They need the hardgoods to
participate in the sport and if you don’t have it they
will find it at another retailer or online. They will
then buy the apparel where they buy the equipment
and stay loyal to them.
The top volume vendors for most sporting goods
retailers today are Nike, Under Armour, Adidas,
The North Face and Columbia Sportswear. Some
of the outdoor companies will have some firearm
companies like Remington Arms in the top five.
I am not saying to cut back on apparel and
footwear. I know what pays the bills. I am suggesting
that promoting the sports and selling more
hardgoods will get new people involved, encourage
more participation and ultimately help sell even
more of the profitable apparel.
Retail management needs to actively participate in
sports and have a passion for finding new hot items.
They need people who will recognize trends and
take a chance now and then — not people who are
promoted because they are good with the computer
system, or took fashion merchandising in school.
There are now signs that even more sports
retailers are in trouble. The ones that will survive
are the ones that have a passion and commitment
to the sports they sell. They will specialize and help
new people get into sports. They will spend money
to have full time trained sales associates on the retail
floor. They will know what it takes to keep the sports
in sporting goods. O
Ron Menconi was SVP–merchandise and
marketing for G.I. Joe’s for more than
10 years. He is currently president of
Menconi Consulting, which works within
the sports and outdoor industries at
retail and wholesale. He can be reached
at ron.menconi@gmail.com

sportsinsightmag.com

One Cushioning Insole, One Stability Insole.
Total Foot Protection, Comfort and Performance.

2

Spenco and Unequal combine forces to create two new
high-performance protective insoles. Unequal
Cushioning provides ultra-thin comfort, and
Unequal Stability features a lightweight
orthotic cradle. Both feature Spenco’s
Full Contact Comfort™ and
The Shape That Feels Great®
Technology, with the added
protection and shock
attenuation of
Unequal.

3
5
1

6

4

B U I LT B Y S P E N C O

STAB ILITY

1 TOTAL SUPPORT® Technology
Spenco’s orthotic-grade arch
support and deep heel cupping is
the optimum interface between
your foot and the ground.

CU SH I O N I N G

4 UNEQUAL®
Shock Dissipation Technology
Patented coated para-aramid fiber
that provides enhanced shock
dissipation and helps provide injury
protection from foot impact.

1

2 AIR GRID™ Energy Return Foam
Spenco® Air Grid™ Foam is much 5 3-POD™ Modulation System
Multi-density heel and mid-foot pods
lighter than conventional EVA foam,
piston through the flexible cradle and
but provides better cushioning,
modulate ground reaction force.
compression, energy return,
Stiffer medial pod counteracts
resilience and overall performance.

3 Semi-Flexible Arch Cradle
Open ribs provide flexible orthotic
arch support, adding support at
heel-strike and comfort through
the stride.

excessive pronation forces, softer
lateral pods guide the stride.

4

6

6 Technical Low-Friction Topcloth
Specialized fabric reduces shear
and friction that can cause hot spots
that lead to blisters. Treated with
Silpure Antimicrobial to reduce odor.

For more information call toll-free 1-800-877-3626 or visit spenco.com/unequal
®Registered Trademark of Spenco Medical Corporation. ©2016 SMC. All Rights Reserved. UNEQUAL® Technologies are Patented Worldwide.US and International Patents US6880269B2,US6944974B2,US715011382.
Patents are vigorously enforced. UNEQUAL® and its logos are trademarks of Unequal, Inc. Silpure is a Registered Trademark of Thomson Research Associates, Inc.

GLOVES

Getting a Grip
Gloves Are Now
Integral Pieces of
Equipment in Both
Football and Baseball.

By Michael Jacobsen

F

ootball helmet? Check. Shoulder pads and
cleats? Check and check. Gloves? Yes, check!
Gloves – whether the sticky kind for
receivers or the protective versions for
the men in the trenches – are now standard equipment on the football field. Rare
is the player who leaves the locker room
without a pair.
Of course, batting gloves have long been the norm in
baseball, with the number of pros now heading to the batter’s box without wearing a pair of gloves can be counted
on one hand (where have you gone, Jorge Posada?). Grip

Cutters is a major player in the youth football glove game.
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and protection lead the reasons for love of the glove —
along with a dash of style.
Together, football and baseball batter’s gloves combined
in 2016 to make a truly strong and growing category for
sporting goods retailers. With price points rising as technology increases, it certainly has become a glove story
between retailers and their customers. And the major
suppliers of these gloves for football see no end to that
growth and retail opportunity.
“It is a key piece of equipment, as important to players
as their cleats or equipment,” says Rich Schwanke, director–team sports equipment and accessories at Under
Armour. “Playing opportunities continue to expand with
the growing 7V7 trend, which gives more opportunities
to sell gloves throughout the year.”
Russ Oehmen, director–sales services at Saranac, couldn’t
agree more, stressing that retailers need to focus on gloves
because of their growth potential and strong margins.
“Players demand gloves year round,” he says. “While
they might buy one or two pairs of cleats, they can and
do buy multiple pairs of gloves throughout the year. This
is exactly the reason glove sales have seen growth rates
beyond other categories.”
It is this return business that makes the category so
attractive, stresses Pete Vitiello, VP–sales and operations
at Xprotex Sport Group. “Most athletes will go through
two to four sets of gloves each season. It brings customers
back to the store,” he points out.
“Once seen as an optional item, or an item only for
receivers, gloves are now a must-have item for every player
on the field,” adds Chris Miller, director of retail sales for
United Sports Brands (Cutters).
The Sales Pitch
The demand certainly already exists for gloves, says
Miller. “Plain and simple — football gloves improve performance, whether it is receivers looking for grip or linemen
looking for padding,” he points out.
“The sales pitch is very simple,” adds Vitiello. “Protect
your hands and stay in the game. You can’t play with a
broken wrist of fingers, so why expose yourself to this
possibility?”
For some, he says, the deciding factors are color and
graphics. For others, price or brand awareness top the
list. But above all is protection and performance. “Players
are starting to understand the importance of protecting
their hands,” he says.
Oehmen points to the increased speed and power in the
game of football today as leading the need for even more
protection. “Lightweight, consistent grip, fast design” is
what sells, says the Saranac executive. “There’s no room
for excess weight. Today’s players exert intense stress
and contortion on all aspects of the gloves, especially the
palms. The grip needs to be consistent, reliable and able
to endure in all conditions.”
For many players, grip is the most important feature,
says Miller. Durability is also important, he adds, and
linemen may be looking for gloves with padding on the
back of the hand.
Yet another factor in the decision-making process is

sportsinsightmag.com

GLOVES
WHAT’S TRENDING
“Players are looking to show off their
individuality and also looking to hook back
to their own team colors more and more.
Options that allow the player to meet their
need of individuality or hooking back to a
team color will be key.”
Rich Schwanke, Under Armour
“Fashion-focused, quality products at
affordable price points will continue to
drive the batting glove business.”
Elliot Frey, Rawlings
“Your basic colors – black and white – are
still the best sellers.”
Pete Vitiello, Xprotex
“The number one thing that customers
look for is on-field performance. They are
looking for gloves that have the most grip
and are the most lightweight.”
Chris Miller, United Sports Brands
“More and more of our professional
players want to express themselves even
louder through different color options,
including digi-camo and neons.”
Adam Franklin, Franklin Sports

the high visibility afforded these gloves by pro and D1
athletes. “When consumers see players like Julio Jones
and Patrick Peterson making spectacular catches it helps
validate and authenticate our products,” says Schwanke,
who points out that Under Armour uses its players as a
proving ground for its products and technologies.
“Until it’s good enough for our athletes, we won’t offer it
to our customers,” he says. “With that being said, a great
personal experience with the product will always outweigh
who they see wearing the product.”
Selling Product, Making Margins
In recent years gloves have gone high tech, incorporating technical features that make them unrecognizable to
players a generation – or even a few short seasons – ago.
That has raised the stakes and the retail margins in the
category as a whole.
“The opportunity for margin in the glove category comes
from selling high-quality gloves,’ says USB’s Miller. “While
there are price-point glove options on the market, team
dealers and retailers that are able to speak to performance
and durability benefits typically see an increase in average
selling price in the glove category.”

New Products
1. Rawlings: Rawlings’ Compression Fit
Wrist System features a neoprene
compression strap that provides wrist
stability. MSRP $42.99.
2. Cutters: The Rev Pro 2.0 features a
lightweight back of hand for comfort and
flexibility, with strategic panels for added
support and increased durability. Perforated
C-Tack Performance Grip material palm
provides extreme grip. MSRP $34.99
(youth); $44.99 (adult).

Under Armour is building its product lines and launch
dates to service the athlete 365 days a year, from 7V7 to
camp to in-season play for football, or from travel ball to
training to school ball on the baseball side, according to
Schwanke This is good news for retailers.
“The ability to service these players with different
product throughout the year creates an opportunity for
incremental business,” he adds.
Oehmen urges retailers to carefully curate their selections. “Be holistic in your approach,” he says. “Focus on
outfitting the player completely, not just a category within
the player’s needs.”
Miller, in turn, urges retailers to know their customers
and exactly what level they are playing at so they can
match the correct product with the athlete. “Team dealers and retailers should make sure that their customers
know what they are getting,” he says. “There are a wide
variety of price points and styles available and all gloves
are not created equal.”
“Differentiate yourself from your competition,” adds
Vitiello. “Don’t be afraid to sell higher priced products.
Today’s competitive athlete is looking for any edge possible
and protecting themselves from injury is one of them.” O

2

3
1

4

3. Under Armour: The Swarm 2 Football
Glove features UA ClutchFit technology
that flexes and responds like a second skin.
HeatGear fabric keeps hands cool, dry and
light while super-sticky Armour GrabTack
provides “catchability.” MSRP $49.99.
4. Xprotex: The Reaktr in-mitt fielding glove
from Xprotex keeps the hand protected, dry
and connected to the mitt. MSRP $34.95.

8
5

5. Xprotex: The Raykr batting glove is
designed to protect the wrist, back of hand,
knuckles, index and pinky. The palm features
a durable synthetic material, which is light,
and thin. MSRP $59.95.
6. Saranac: The Adizero 5-Star 5.0 football
glove from Saranac features a stretch Lycra
back for a performance compression fit, along
with a 3D overlay. MSRP $50.
7. SKLZ: Receiver Training Gloves are
palmless football gloves with sticky fingers.
The gloves promote proper technique.
MSRP $49.99.
8. Xprotex: The Hammr batting glove shields
the small bones most vulnerable to injury from
a pitched ball. The mesh finger construction
ventilates the hands, making this glove as
comfortable as it is protective. MSRP $39.95.
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Going to Bat for Gloves
Batting Gloves Combine Fashion, Function and Protection.

L

ong before football
players started routinely wearing gloves
on the field, their baseball counterparts were
heading into battle
wearing batting gloves.
First one, on the strong
hand. Then on both hands.
Two of the iconic brands in the
batting glove business – Franklin
Sports and Rawlings Sporting
Goods – have participated in this
evolution from the beginning. Here,
Adam Franklin, VP–e-commerce
sales and marketing at Franklin
Sports, and Elliot Frey, category
Franklin Sports’
Powerstrap series
is engineered to
guarantee a lockedin, snug fit and
feel at the plate.
Seamless Pittards
smooth sheepskin
leather palm provides
softness and grip in
all weather conditions
and the new
Powerstrap closure
technology ensures
players won’t have
to be adjusting their
gloves after every
swing. MSRP $49.99.

manager–bats and batting gloves
for Rawlings, sound off on the whys
and hows of selling batting gloves
— and why retailers should get in
the lineup.
Why should sporting goods
retailers make gloves a prime
category to sell?
Adam Franklin: Consumers often
buy multiple pairs in a single purchase and it is the type of item
that is immune to the Internet. The
average consumer wants to come
in to your store and try on the
glove to experience the fit and feel
before they purchase.
Elliot Frey: Batting gloves have
become an essential piece of one’s
baseball uniform at all levels of
play. In today’s game, it’s a rare
occurrence seeing a player step
to the plate without wearing
batting gloves.
So what’s the sales pitch?
Franklin: With customization at
the forefront of the team sports
world, being able to offer your customer exactly what they want and
not force them into a certain style
or color way is an absolute must.
Frey: Simply put, the sales pitch is
based on identifying the customer,
understanding their level of play
and determining what factors are
most important to them — aesthetic, price, durability etc. Once
these key areas are understood,
offering the appropriate batting
glove is easy.
What’s the most important
factor players are looking for
when buying gloves?
Franklin: Besides emulating their
favorite MLB professionals, players
need to be sure that their batting
glove provides the best fit and feel.
Performance is the absolute most
important factor.
Frey: This is a challenging question
because price, style, performance
and durability are all important
factors. Durability will always
remain as the one quality that all
athletes expect. However, it is also
understood that the price point
can be a good indicator of a glove’s
expected durability.

How important is it having professional players wearing your gloves?
Franklin: It is extremely important to have pro athletes using
our batting gloves because it not
only validates the quality of our
gloves, but it gives players out
there something to aspire to and a
way to emulate their favorite pros.
We value our Official Batting Glove
relationship with Major League
Baseball — that is why every single
glove we sell is adorned with the
MLB logo.
Frey: The products that the professionals and other elite players
are using does have a trickle down
effect with the high school and
youth athletes. The gloves worn
by the top-tier, superstar athletes
tend to have an impact as to what
batting gloves younger athletes
are purchasing.
Is customization an important part
of the glove business these days?
Frey: Custom is king. Today’s
athletes want to customize every
product they have in the bag.
Custom batting gloves are a great
way for teams to show unity,
make a statement and separate
themselves from the competition.
Franklin: It is an absolutely
important part of the business and
the final piece to be able to offer
to teams of all ages to complete
their uniform.
How can team dealers and
retailers make better margins
selling batting gloves?
Franklin: Talk to your customer
about having custom batting gloves
for game day only and a core line
for practice.
Frey: As manufacturers continue to
develop more innovative materials
yielding higher quality, price points
will continue to rise. In a category
where fit and feel are so important,
the in-store convenience of being
able to purchase on the spot is
worth the additional few dollars
the consumer will pay. Fighting the
urge to match the online price and
allowing the customer to pay extra
for the convenience of leaving with
the product in hand will allow the
dealer to secure higher margins. O
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OLYMPIC
IMPACT
F E M A L E AT H L E T E S L E A D T H E C H A R G E I N TO R I O

T
Photo: Speedo

he 2016 Summer Olympics are just a few months away. The
opening ceremonies are set to take place on August 5 in the
host city of Rio de Janeiro. With the events taking place in a
favorable time zone for U.S. media coverage, the landscape is
set for the Olympics to dominate the news cycle for a few weeks
this summer. Brands, athletes and, yes, even retailers back in
the U.S. will have a chance to shine.
Admittedly, there are a few concerns about these Games.
Ticket sales are slow in Brazil, where the nation is in the midst
of political turmoil and an economic recession. And there are
security fears, too, not to mention the emergence of the Zika
virus as a health concern.
Assuming the focus this summer stays on the competition, there are major
stories to watch such as: Will reigning legends such as swimmer Michael Phelps
and sprinter Usain Bolt retain their luster this summer? Will the U.S. embrace
a new Dream Team of men’s hoopsters? Which up-and-coming Olympians will
emerge as the new generation of legends?
Certainly one of the lead stories this summer will be a continued focus on and
celebration of women’s sports. Particularly in America. The U.S. women’s soccer
team captured the nation’s imagination last summer during the Women’s World
Cup. Can they do it again this summer? The U.S. women’s basketball team will
look to do the same. On the track, in the pool, on the volleyball court, across
the board, American women are positioned to shine in Brazil.
Media coverage of female athletes achieved parity with the male athletes during
the 2012 London Olympics, according to a Columbia Journalism Review study.
(NBC actually spent more time covering women’s sports than men’s, according
to the data.) The U.S audience likes winners. And personalities. Predicting who
will win medals is fruitless, but we are fairly certain that “personal” stories will
rule the day as they generally do in the Olympics coverage.
With that in mind, here are a few personal insights from female athletes with
their eyes on the prize this sumer. O
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INSIDE STORIES
ELIZABETH BEISEL, SWIMMER
SHE’S ONLY 23, but Elizabeth Beisel is training
hard for what she hopes will be her third Olympic
Games this summer. (The 2016 Olympic Trials for
swimming kick off June 26 in Omaha, NE.) Beisel
was the silver medalist in London in the 400m
Individual Medley and the bronze medalist in
the 200m backstroke and she’s looking for more
podium finishes in Rio. “The most critical thing
for me right now is taking care of myself outside
of training — I’ve been doing this for 18 years and
I know how to work hard, but now I’m making
sure I’m eating the right food, foam rolling, getting
to bed on time,” she says. “All of the little things
outside the pool. I have a huge base of training so
I’m looking at what will make a difference outside
that.” And even though she’s a veteran of the
Games, Beisel said she’s still really looking forward
to the entire Olympics experience. “I was only 15
when I went to my first Games and the coolest

thing was meeting all the athletes — Usain Bolt,
Shawn Johnson, Kobe Bryant, Serena Williams,”
she says. Seeing her heroes at the Oympic Village,
eating in the dining hall and realizing “I’m on that
level with them” was amazing, she recalls. And
the Speedo athlete is paying it forward. After
being inspired by athletes like Misty Hyman and
Janet Evans and by teammate Natalie Coughlin,
who Beisel credits with going out of her way to
reach out when Beisel was a 13-year-old first-time
member of the national team, she says she makes
a point to reach out to both younger team athletes
and younger athletes in general. “I absolutely love
social media,” she says. (Lindsey Vonn is one of her
favorite accounts to follow.) “We had swimming
magazines and posters, but they can get an inside
look at the part of the sport you don’t normally see:
the training and the cool things you get to do. It’s a
great way to inspire young athletes,” she says. O

AMY HASTINGS CRAGG, MARATHONER
WINNING THE 2016 US Olympic Marathon Trials
meant more than just a spot on the U.S. Team
for Amy Hastings Cragg. It was the payoff for a
complete life overhaul she started late last year,
when she and her husband sold their house in
her hometown of Providence, RI, to move crosscountry to Portland, OR, to train under coach Jerry
Schumacher. “The race was a way for me to tell my
story — a story of friendships I made, the training
we put in and the commitments that the coach
and teammates gave to the goal of making that
team to Rio,” she says. As a kid, Cragg says she
found her place in distance running: “When I was

younger I loved all sports and I loved being part
of a team, but I never really excelled in anything.
As hard as I tried, I was often the bench warmer
and team cheerleader. I was always the fastest kid
on the volleyball team, but my skills on the court
left much to be desired [and] it was like this with
everything I attempted until I found cross-country.
The further I ran, the better I fared.” Now Cragg is
focusing all her efforts on August. And she’s taking
the advice she’d give young athletes inspired by
her: “Never give up. Never be satisfied with being a
bench warmer. There might be a different skill that
you can be an Olympian at.” O

DESIREE LINDEN, MARATHONER
AFTER LOCKING UP A SPOT on the U.S. Olympic
team by taking second at the U.S. Marathon
Trials, Desiree Linden is setting her sights on
August’s Games. “It’s a long stretch, but it can’t
go fast enough,” she says. Linden will be heading
to Rio for an inaugural visit in June to check out
the course, she says, as well as “do all the fun
stuff: see The Redeemer, and I hear the beaches
are gorgeous and the food is amazing.” Based
in Rochester Hills, MI (she’s part of the HansonBrooks Original Distance Project team), she says

running on the dirt roads by her home is where
she does her best training. “It’s so quiet and soft,
you can lose track of the miles.” And quiet is the
key: “I never run with music,” she says. “I like to be
in tune with my thoughts – or not – and enjoy the
quiet time. We’re always connected or chatting —
that’s the time for me to think.” After that, Linden
says it’s all about preparing for the return to Brazil
in August. It’s the advantage, she says, of the
marathon’s early lock-in date for its Olympic team:
“You can take a deep breath and focus.” O

WITH THE OLYMPIC TRIALS for track and field held
in July, just a month before the Rio Games, Molly
Huddle says there are pluses and minuses. “It’s
kind of a nail-biter,” she says. “I have some friends
from other countries and from what they say the
U.S. system is the most stressful, but the most fair.”
Huddle was a nine-time All-American at Notre Dame
and is a three-time winner of the Boston Athletic
Association’s pre-Marathon 5K. Leading up to the
Games, she’s focusing on the 10K distance — with
the 2012 Olympics, her first, under her belt, Huddle
 s 3PORTS )NSIGHT ^ May/June 2016

is ready to go. “The Olympics is the pinnacle of
sport — in 2012, I was just so happy to make the
team that I was happy with that. I tried hard, but
the focus was really making the team,” she says.
“The pressure is off you [after] you make it the first
time. I’m a different athlete now and I’m able to
focus on making the team and trying to perform my
best at the Games. That’s the learning curve — the
next time you’ll be stronger, older, wiser, all that
stuff, and I’m hoping to take advantage of that.” O
—Jennifer Ernst Beaudry
sportsinsightmag.com

Photos, top to bottom: Speedo USA, Mike Medby, Brooks, Saucony

MOLLY HUDDLE, RUNNER

WHAT WILL
THIS SUMMER’S

O LY M P I C G A M E S
M E A N F O R R E TA I L E R S ?

DICK JOHNSON, PRESIDENT
AND CEO, FOOT LOCKER

“Innovation is
what drives
excitement in
our channel…
From a technology point of
view, Olympic
years bring out
the best in the
vendors.”

EDWARD STACK, CHAIRMAN AND CEO, DICKS SPORTING GOODS

“What we’re doing with the Olympic hopefuls, the marketing effort we’re doing there is all around building our brand, and it’s not
necessarily tied to how much business we’ll do around the Olympics. [Dick’s is the official sporting goods retail sponsor to the U.S.
Olympic Committee and Team USA, which includes equipment donations as well as in-store employment to U.S. Olympic athletes
with flexible schedules to accommodate their training.] As far as the summer Olympics, what it does to our business, it actually doesn’t
do an awful lot to the business from a selling of Olympics product, et cetera. We think it is a great marketing opportunity to support.”
MATT POWELL
ANALYST, NPD GROUP
“We will see an increase
in retail sales of Olympicspecific products — we see
an increase every [Olympic]
year. It’s not millions and
millions of dollars, but it’s a
nice increase. It’s certainly
in the right direction, but
this is not like the NBA finals
or March Madness by any
stretch. What we typically
see and already see this year
is that brands hold back on
new technology and new
ideas to release them in conjunction with the Games so
that athletes can showcase
the products. We’ll see that
kind of activity. That always
gives a little bit of a lift, but
typically the real economic
impact is later — it really
takes a year before those
shoes [are] released at commercial thresholds. Having
the Olympics in our same
time zone should increase
viewership, which is positive
for the U.S. business. And in
Olympic viewerships women
have a higher penetration —
there’s certainly an opportunity to do more advertising
directly to her.”
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DICK JOHNSON, PRESIDENT AND CEO, FOOT LOCKER

“There’s always a little rise in the Olympic year, and then
historically there’d be a little dip, a hangover in the year after.
But with the way sneakers have proliferated, we didn’t see
that in 2013 after [the Olympic year in] 2012 — the business
stayed healthy and continued to rise, partially because of
Flyknit and because Nike started to commercialize that very
quickly. And now it’s one of the hottest things going.”

EDWARD STACK, CHAIRMAN &
CEO, DICK’S SPORTING GOODS

“The Olympics are
one of the few mass
sporting events that
appeals equally to both
men and women and
will enable us to build
our brand equity on a
much bigger stage.”

SAM SATO, CEO, FINISH LINE

TRICIA WHITE, ELSMORE SWIM SHOP, URBANDALE, IA

“In a year where you have
the Olympics, obviously
the brands ramp up from
[an] innovation creation
perspective and bring
some really exciting things
to market. It's no secret
what Nike showed at their
Innovation Summit and
suffice to say it's really cool
stuff. So we've seen the
pipeline leading up to Rio that
gives us a lot of excitement.”

“After an Olympic year you usually see an influx of kids joining swim
teams, whether it’s at the age-group level or high school. And larger swim
teams do generate sales for suits and equipment. Generally speaking,
swimming is an inexpensive start-up sport. All you need are goggles and
a suit. At the more competitive level, kids look to the Olympic athletes for
their choice in elite, championship suits. You can see a sales trend years
later that translate back to what they saw at Trials or the Olympics. It’s
always an exciting time for swimming!”

DIEGO MORALES, THE SHOP, TUCSON, AZ

“We are a soccer specialty store. Because of other international soccer
tournaments this summer the top [male] athletes will not be competing in
the Olympics in the sport of soccer. Thus the Olympics will not generate
us any [men’s] business. The other international soccer tournaments that
do feature the top athletes would generate us business.”

sportsinsightmag.com
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hen CW-X was first introduced into the
U.S. in 2002, “performance tights were
just form-fitting tubes,” says John L.A.
Wilson, COO of Wacoal Sports Science
Corp. “There was no existing product
that used targeted muscle and joint support to improve warm-up, performance
and recovery,” so the brand’s challenge
was to educate the consumer.
Fast-forward to today with a multitude
of brands in the marketplace and several types of products resonating
in the compression category. In cycling specialty, total compression
apparel sales grew in 2015, with dollars up 31 percent over 2014, according to The NPD Group. Bottoms contributed to 58 percent of those sales.
In run specialty, socks did well, growing 2.5 percent in dollar sales and
accounting for almost half of all compression apparel sales in the channel.
A bright spot in run specialty is the women’s business, which was
relatively healthy in 2015 as compared to men’s. More options – both in
general and more fashionable ones – for the female crowd have helped
sales. “In 2015/16, women, especially, are looking for athleticwear
that can double as a versatile style statement,” Wilson says, adding,
“American tastes have become more open to vibrant color patterns
and color stories and we’ve really been able to capitalize on this.”
The team at Under Armour is seeing a customer not only looking
for benefits such as sweat-wicking technologies and breathability, but
also a fashion-forward look. The brand recently expanded its graphic
and color options for both men and women in the legging category. In
tops, the women’s UA ColdGear Elements Mock has four-way stretch
to improve range of motion and flatlock seams to prevent chafing,
along with a fitted silhouette for a feminine feel and a piece that can
be layered with a jacket or vest.
In both apparel and socks, Zensah marketing director Alberto
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Sports Compression
Sleeves Arm

Dirk Nowitzki
13-time NBA All-Star
Bauerfeind Brand Ambassador

INTRODUCING THE BAUERFEIND
SPORTS SUPPORT LINE
Sports Knee
Support
Sports Elbow
Support

Same premium Bauerfeind
supports, optimized for sport
& 3D Airknit Technology for lightweight,
breathable support
& Added gripping zones for secure ﬁt
during rigorous activity
& Medical-grade compression for increased oxygen
transfer and maximum muscle performance

The Result: Better endurance,
less fatigue and faster recovery times
Sports Ankle
Support

BAUERFEIND.COM

COMPRESSION


Bauerfeind Sports Compression Sleeve
MSRP $50.

Zero Point Arm Sleeve
MSRP $44.90.

LP Support Power Sleeve
MSRP $22.

“There’s a lot more
awareness and
education out there,
but also still a huge
way to go in terms
of recovery.”
RICHARD VERNEY, PRODUCT DIRECTOR, 2XU
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LP Support Power Sleeve
MSRP $22.

Mission’s VaporActive Cooling
collection is powered by 37.5
Technology and uses active
particles to remove heat vapor
away from the body, while
its VaporActive Heating line
removes moisture vapor. With
McDavid’s uCool Compression
Leg Sleeves, the brand showcases
Active Cooling Technology,
which is its latest development in
dynamic thermos management.
ACT provides an enhanced
evaporative cooling effect that
may keep skin up to five degrees
cooler while also retaining
warmth within leg muscles and
enhancing blood flow, according
to Mary Horwath, SVP– marketing
at United Sports Brands.
At IntelliSkin, compression
is a facilitator of circulation
assistance, helping remove and
transport metabolic waste, while
bringing oxygen to muscles. The
brand’s PostureCue technology brings the body into more

Bauerfeind Sports Knee Support
MSRP $85.

McDavid uCool Compression Leg
Sleeve, MSRP $39.99.

OS1st KS7 Performance Knee
Sleeve, MSRP $24.99.

OS1st AF7 Ankle Bracing
Sleeve, MSRP $24.99.

undershirt for the masses, while
the women’s Foundation threequarter Sleeve Tee “provides
additional health in recovery by
activating muscles throughout
your arm and back,” according to
firm founder Dr. Tim Brown.

McDavid uCool Compression Leg Sleeves,
MSRP $39.99, and Thigh-High Rebound
Compression Socks, MSRP $54.99.

optimal alignment, allowing the
diaphragm to open and increase
lung volume. The men’s Essential
TravelPro Tee is promoted as an

Getting Recovery to Resonate
Rather than marketing distinct
“recovery” gear, several brands
offer items designed for both
activity and recovery, which can
be confusing to consumers. Some
execs are witnessing recovery
“not catching on as much as it
should since people don’t see
the benefit of spending money
for something they would only
use post-training/game,” explains
Tommaso Donagemma, business
development manager for Errea.
To differentiate, Errea produces
two different lines — one specifically for recovery and one for
both performance and recovery
(Active Tense). Active Tense

sportsinsightmag.com

Compression
“Any elite athlete
will tell you that
recovery is probably
more important than
training.”
Michael Potter, Director, CEP USA

delivers optimal biomechanics
through its unique taping system
that supports and stabilizes
muscles and joints while also providing complete range of motion
and proper posture alignment.
“There’s a lot more awareness
and education out there, but also
still a huge way to go” in terms
of recovery, says 2XU product
director Richard Verney. At 2XU,
the difference lies in denier ratings – lower for breathable items
and higher for seamless recovery
items such as Recovery Socks,

Tights and the Compression Flex
Leg Sleeve.
Legend Compression Wear
Founder John Thomas is seeing
“a growing number of people
who are more weekend warriors
who are willing to learn more on
how to speed up their recovery.”
Legend Compression Recovery
socks are designed to help runners decrease their needed
recovery times by pushing out
the lactic acid and alleviating
shin splints and calf cramps.
“Any elite athlete will tell you

that recovery is probably more
important than training,” adds
Michael Potter, director at CEP
USA. To maximize marathon
recovery, Potter recommends
wearing CEP Progressive Run
Socks two hours before the
race, during the race and then
change into CEP Recovery Tights
or Socks post-race “to get the
full-circle benefit of using compression during all phases of
training and recovery. They go
hand-in-hand and live in direct
correlation with one another.” l

Supporting ActorS

G

rowing in dollar sales in run specialty
and keeping steady in bike specialty,
socks are a winner across the board
in 2015. For fall, Falke’s Impulse Run
Socks have knitted activators that activate sensors
in the feet and calves “which stimulate the sole and
influence control and posture,” according to Tanya
Pictor, VP–marketing at Implus. The Falke Achilles
Heel reduces Achilles tendon issues via silicon
pyramids that massage the tissue on each side of
the ankle as you run. “The sport world is turning to
the fashion world for inspiration, color, design and
patterns,” according to Sockwell VP–design and
merchandising Mercedes Marchand. Sockwell’s
Women’s T Ceremony has a modern Asiatic-inspired
pattern and rich color palette with 15-20mmHg
compression to promote circulation and minimize
swelling. The firm has also launched a Graduated
Compression Ski Collection for fall constructed with
lambswool/alpaca yarns in a moderate 15-2-mmHg
compression for all day wear. “Bright colors and bold
patterns are popular in the marketplace right now”
with hot pink being the most popular pick for women
in Zamst’s HA-1 Compression Sock, according to
the brand’s senior product specialist Dawn Ferreira.
The sock has G-Fit technology which delivers vertical
gradual compression from the ankle through the calf
muscle, helping to improve circulation. LP Support’s
EmbioZ socks “are designed based on the functional
structure of the ankle and surround muscles with a
Power Band that wraps around the ankle to enhance
sensory perception and prevent excessive roll during
lateral movement,” explains EVP Theresa Wong.
Meanwhile, the brand’s Power Sleeves improve
stability and coordination. EC3D is building upon
its 2-in-1 Twist Sock with a new Crew Twist. The
sock allows the user to easily go from performance
to recovery since with a twist of the sock. The twist
increases compression by 5 mmHg helping rid lactic
acid faster and get you ready for your next workout,”
explains Carine Villeneuve, VP at QSD.
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EC3D Twist
Crew Sock

Sockwell Ski Ultra-Light
MSRP $27.99.

Falke Impulse
Run Sock MSRP $85.

Zamst HA-1 Compression
MSRP $59.99.

Zero Point Intense
MSRP $49.90.

Falke Achilles Heel
MSRP $45.

Legend Compression Recovery
Socks, MSRP $42.49.

2XU Compression Socks.for
Recovery, MSRP $49.95.
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ANALYSIS

Engaging Your Core
Why a Strong Digital Presence Is Key to Connecting with Active Women*

New research by
integrated marketing
agency Hanson
Dodge Creative
finds Active Women
digitally engaged
and driving online
sales. Active Women
who exercise more
and hold gym
memberships are
leading the way.
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n 2015, women’s activewear continued to outperform the overall fitness apparel industry.
Fueled by the “athleisure” movement, sales
grew 21 percent to $18.5 billion, according to
the NPD Group.
Although 2015 marked the latest in a string of
successful years for women’s active footwear
and apparel, such rapid growth coupled with
an increasingly competitive marketplace has
led analysts to question whether “athleisure”
is maxed out — is it a fad or the sign of a larger
cultural shift towards health and fitness?
Major brands and retailers are betting on the latter.
Dick’s, Foot Locker and REI have all unveiled major
women’s initiatives. Meanwhile, Nike is predicting sales of
its women’s apparel to double by 2020. It also expects to
increase online sales sevenfold by the end of the decade,

with e-commerce playing an essential role in its strategy
to drive growth with female consumers.
Quantitative research on this market is hard to
come by. Today’s active woman is a cross-channel
shopper with more choices than ever, including vertical retailers such as Lululemon, Athleta, Lorna Jane
and YogaSmoga. Smaller retail outlets including health
club shops and independently-owned boutiques
don’t report their sales numbers to research companies such as Sports Marketing Surveys or NPD, and
online behavior has been difficult to monitor.
New research by integrated marketing agency
Hanson Dodge Creative examined key shopping and
digital behaviors of more than 37 million Active Women
across the United States. Findings show Active Women
(defined as females older than 18 who participated
in running, yoga, Pilates, kickboxing, spinning, Zumba,
SPORTSINSIGHTMAGCOM

more: 38 percent of Boomers spent $500 or more online,
compared to just 31 percent of Millennials.
Surprisingly, fewer than half (49 percent) of non-Active
Female Millennials made an online purchase last year.
This makes Active Female Boomers 50 percent more
likely than non-Active Female Millennials to shop online,
suggesting that the likelihood of a female consumer
shopping online is better predicted by whether or not
she is active than it is by her age alone.
The More They Sweat, the More They Spend Online
Among all Active Women, those who exercise multiple
times per week (Avid) are more likely to outspend those
who exercise less frequently (Casual). Avid Active Women
are 23 percent more likely to spend $500 or more per
year online and 75 percent more likely than Casual Active
Women to purchase fitness apparel online.
Another way to segment Active Women is by looking
at gym/club members versus non-members. Comparing
the two shows spending patterns similar to those seen
with Avid versus Casual Active Women. Active Gym
Members are 21 percent more likely to annually spend
$500 or more online and 61 percent more likely to purchase fitness apparel online.

Women who work out avidly are inclined to spend
avidly on their active offerings. Smart retailers
know how to connect online with this consumer.

weightlifting or aerobics in the past year) are digitally engaged and much more likely than other women
to shop online and via mobile technology. Among
all Active Women, those who exercise more frequently
outspend their less-active peers.
Active Women Driving Online Sales
As online shopping continues to rapidly grow, active
consumers are leading the charge. Seventy-two percent
of Active Women made an online purchase last year,
compared to just 43 percent of other women. They are
more than twice as likely as other women to spend big
online, with 34 percent spending $500 or more annually.
Active Women shop online at a similar rate regardless
of age. In fact, 74 percent of Active Female Boomers
made an online purchase last year, narrowly surpassing
Active Female Millennials (73 percent). They also spent
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Category Spending: The Value of Active
(and Very Active) Women
Much has been said about activewear being the preferred outfit of exercise enthusiasts and those who want
to look like them. For example, an article in the Wall Street
Journal recently asked, “Are You Going to the Gym, or
Do You Just Dress That Way?” While it may be true that
not all women in yoga pants are hitting the gym, that
doesn’t mean brands should neglect their core active
audience. Last year, Active Women were still three times
more likely to purchase athletic apparel as other women.
Equally impressive are spending differences among
Active Women. Avid Active Women who work out multiple
times per week are 69 percent more likely to spend $150
or more on athletic shoes and 80 percent more likely to
spend $150 or more on athletic apparel compared with
Casual Active Women. The same holds true for Active
Women with a gym membership. Active Gym Members
are nearly twice as likely as other Active Women to annually spend $150 or more on athletic shoes (93 percent)
and athletic clothing (95 percent).
Mobile Millennials
Whether reading about the latest fashion trends on
their way to work or comparing prices at the checkout
line, consumers are increasingly turning to their mobile
devices at all stages of the path to purchase. In fact, 82
percent of smartphone owners say they use their devices
to help make in-store purchase decisions.
Active Women are 70 percent more likely than other
women to use their phones to search for product information, which means having a mobile optimized website
with mobile-friendly content to help answer questions
during critical buying moments can be the differencemaker. When it comes to making purchases via mobile,

72%

Of active women*
made an online
purchase last year.

23%

are more likely to
spend $500 or
more per year.

69%

more likely to spend
$150 or more on
athletic shoes.

80%

more likely to spend
$150 or more on
athletic apparel
compared with Casual
Active Women.

Active Women are defined as:
Adult women (ages 18+) who
participated in aerobics, jogging/
running, kickboxing, Pilates,
spinning, weight lifting, yoga or
Zumba in the past year.
Source: 2015 MRI Survey of the American Consumer
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ANALYSIS
To learn more about this research and
download the complete infographic, visit
hansondodge.com/active-women

customers and building community as they are about
selling products. Leading this change are women’s active
apparel retailers such as Athleta, Lululemon, Sweatybetty
and Bandier. Each offer free workout classes, refreshment bars and other amenities to help Active Women
live active lives. With 50 percent of Active Women
preferring to shop at stores specializing in a specific
type of product or style, understanding Active Women
and catering to their active lifestyle can pay dividends.
Satisfying in-store experiences can inspire customers to
spread the word digitally and socially, in turn driving
more traffic to stores.

Join Hanson Dodge
Creative at The Running
& Fitness Event For Women

Join Tom Flierl, VP–marketing
and business strategy at Hanson
Dodge Creative, at The Running
& Fitness Event for Women for his
educational session, “On the Rise
and Online,” which will explore the
latest trends in consumer shopping
behavior and outline strategies for
active lifestyle brands and retailers
to achieve omnichannel success.
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Active Women again lap other women; 25 percent actually bought a product on their phone compared to only
12 percent of other women.
Unlike traditional online shopping, which Active Women
of all ages do at a similar rate, Millennials still reign supreme
when it comes to mobile. Last year, 32 percent of Active
Female Millennials made a purchase on their phone, compared to 27 percent of Active Female Gen-X’ers and just 15
percent of Active Female Boomers. As Millennials continue
to age and younger, mobile-savvy consumers rise to fill
their ranks, it will become even more crucial for brands
and retailers to deliver a flawless mobile experience.
Social Engagement
Another area where Active Women are setting the
pace is on social media. Eighty-three percent of Active
Women visited or used a social networking site in the
past month, compared to just 64 percent of other women.
They are also more engaged: 72 percent of Active Women
posted or shared something in the last month versus
just 52 percent of other women.
Active Women are also more likely to use social media
to engage with brands throughout their path to purchase.
Although only 20 percent of Active Women say they
like connecting with brands on social, nearly half admit
that social media plays an important role in at least one
step in their path to purchase — from finding out about
new products, to following brands for offers and updates,
to reviewing products post-purchase and supporting the
brands they love. To win over Active Women on social,
delivering engaging content that speaks to their beliefs,
values and lifestyle is a must.
In-Store Experiences
There’s been a shift in how retailers utilize physical
stores. Shops are becoming as much about engaging

The Future of Retail is Omnichannel
Fierce competition in the women’s activewear market
has well-established brands and retailers recognizing the
importance of an omnichannel strategy. Despite a retail
footprint of more than 300 stores and serious cachet as
a shopping destination, Lululemon has invested heavily
in strengthening its digital presence. A new responsive
website and in-store RFID technology has helped online
sales soar. In 2015, e-commerce sales grew 25 percent
to more than $400 million; e-commerce now represents
19.5 percent of Lululemon’s total annual revenue.
On the other hand, online-only players are envisioning
future growth coming from brick-and-mortar locations.
For instance, the subscription-based online retailer
Fabletics recently announced plans to open more than
100 physical stores over the next three to five years.
Although nearly all of its 2015 revenues ($150 million)
came via e-commerce, Fabletics sees moving offline as
a path forward to reach new customers and share the
brand’s core message.
The Role of Content
Content is the center of engaging consumers online.
Content is more than product information and blog
articles. Great content is developed from an authentic
brand position that resonates with a brand’s best consumers. It is entertaining and useful and comes in many
formats. Great content is shared and amplified — female
consumers become the distribution vehicle for the brand.
Engaging branded content should live on an incredible (responsive) website. Consumers want more than
a shopping cart; in fact, 52 percent of consumers seek
branded content on a brand’s website. Author all content
on the brand site and then share it socially. This also
has SEO benefits.
Understanding how and where your target audience
shops is the first step to effective digital engagement, but
transformational business results can only be achieved
when a strong digital strategy is paired with a powerful
brand message and engaging content. O
Hanson Dodge Creative (HDC) is a fully integrated, strategically driven agency with a legacy of inspiring fierce brand
loyalty and delivering transformational business impact
for leading active lifestyle brands, including Trek, Wilson,
K-Swiss and Oberto. Learn more at hansondodge.com.
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REGISTRATION
NOW OPEN!

GREAT SPEAKERS INCLUDE:

“The Art of Tracking and Translating
Trends into Sales and Proﬁt”
Robyn Waters Former Vp Of Trend, Design
And Product Development At Target

“Women’s Participation and
Activities in Health Clubs and
How It Impacts Your Business”
Griff Long VP Of Operations, Equinox

“A Conversation with Tess
Roering of CorePower Yoga”
Tess Roering CMO At Corepower Yoga

FOR SPONSORSHIP INFORMATION:

Beth Gordon
bgordon@formula4media.com
949-293-1378
(or your account representative)

“The Future of Shopping and the
Active Woman’s Path to Purchase”
Tom Flierl VP Of Marketing & Business
Strategy, Hanson Dodge

PROFILE
The story of ’47 was born nearly 70 years ago

TIES THAT BIND

when two Italian immigrant brothers started a small
hat and souvenir company after hawking everything
from handmade 25-cent pennants for PresidentElect Truman and a retail dry cleaning operation to
ice cream and water for overheated Bostonians.

By Bob McGee

O

ver time, ’47’s transformation into a
major player in the licensed apparel
industry has been built through hard
work, ingenuity, patience and a bond
with the Boston Red Sox that is unlike
any other between a lifestyle apparel
firm and a professional sports franchise.
For a long time, the company’s marketability was woven solely into the
rich fabrics of everything Boston Red Sox and hawked
daily on a full retail block in the shadows of Fenway Park.
From grade school through their respective college years
at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst, the four sons
of Arthur D’Angelo were required to work the store before
and after “Sawks” games and, in the autumn, to help push
50 shopping carts chock-full of licensed merchandise
through the parking lots of Sullivan Stadium, the former
underwhelming home of the now four-time champion New
England Patriots.
Known as Twin Enterprises until about a decade ago, a
brand moniker born out of its identical twin founders, Arthur
and Henry D’Angelo, the company metamorphosed during
Arthur’s octogenarian years
as the Red Sox captured three
World Series titles in 10 years
and the company changed its
corporate cap to better reflect
a “consumer facing brand”
instead of merely being known
as a licensed merchandise supplier. The company estimates it
currently has 100 million caps in circulation worldwide as
it sells 25-30 million headwear units annually, along with an
expanding assortment of lifestyle sports apparel and socks.
“2004, it was amazing,” remembers Steven D’Angelo,
in discussing the year the Red Sox came back from a 3-0
American League Championship Series deficit against the
archrival New York Yankees and swept the Cardinals in
the World Series. “Dad could have left the planet at that
time and been one happy man.”

The Story of
’47 Brand
Is Deeply
Entwined with
its Hometown
of Boston.

Breaking the Curse
Instead, Arthur D’Angelo and his four sons bore witness
to the end of the Curse of the Bambino and its impact on
their business. Fan faithful gobbled up everything Red Sox
not only for themselves, but also for grandchildren yet to
be born and the graves of loved ones who never witnessed
a hometown baseball champion during their lifetime.
“That World Series and post-World Series period generated over $10 million in sales and for five subsequent years
impacted our business in an extremely positive way,” recalls
 s 3PORTS )NSIGHT ^ -ay/June 2016
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eldest son Bobby D’Angelo.
Arthur, who can regularly be found sitting in his baseball
glove chair in the confines of ’47’s 25,000-square-foot Yawkey
Way store after every ballgame, has seen his sons – Mark,
David and aforementioned Steven and Bobby –transition
the business to an international enterprise. Each handles a
different area – retail/stadiums/mass market; design/product/
manufacturing/importing; operations and sales/marketing
– from their side-by-side desks in a 45,000-square-foot corporate office in nearby Westwood, MA. The company also
operates a 300,000-square-foot warehouse in Brockton, MA.
Besides licenses for the NFL, NBA and 900 colleges, ’47
owns international rights with MLB (acquired in December,
2015) and NHL and global headwear licenses for
the Liverpool and Manchester City Football Clubs
in English Premier League Soccer. Liverpool FC
is owned by the parent company of the Red Sox,
Fenway Sports Group. International currently
accounts for an estimated seven percent of annual
revenues, but Steven believes it has the potential to hit 40 percent over the next three to five
years. Part of that projected growth will come
from apparel, which ’47 has moved into through
acquisition. A decade ago, the company bought
the local Banner Supply Co., which was unable to
secure league licenses to expand its business, and
in January completed its purchase of Old Time
Sports, an 18-year old licensed apparel partner of
the NHL founded by Eric Magnuson and former
Boston Bruin Adam Oates, which owns the Old
Time Hockey label that celebrates the heritage of
hockey with vintage apparel.
Expanding Alliances
The expanding business is eye-opening for Arthur,
who for years saw the profitability of the business tied
solely to the success of Boston professional sports teams,
especially the Red Sox. It was more than a decade of strikeouts for Twin Enterprises through 1966 as Boston baseball
suffered through losing season after losing season on route
to 86 years of futility.
“Those were lean years,” Henry told the Boston Globe
in 1980. “We almost went of business. I remember the Sox
brought up a player named Dutch the Clutch Vollmer (in
1951) who hit 16 or 17 home runs right away. We had a
1000 posters made up and he never hit another homer.”
The D’Angelo brothers were likely the first sports licensed
operation to take a financial hit from player trades, losing
out on the sale of 15,000 Jim Plunkett souvenirs and Bobby
Orr #4 merchandise after each player abruptly departed
Beantown. But for the most part, Twins/’47 has scored on
its merchandise investments and hunches throughout the
years, including the anticipation of the Bruins’ Stanley Cup
win in 1971 and a 1975 decision to buy out a warehouse
full of painters’ caps and adorn with names of popular Red
Sox players such as Yaz, Fisk, Lynn and Rice to capitalize
on a painters’ pants trend at the time.
It was a Red Sox near championship in 1946, losing 4-3
to the St. Louis Cardinals and eventual Hall of Famer Enos
Slaughter, that launched the souvenir business that would
eventually become ’47. The D’Angelo brothers – Henry
died of cancer at 60 in 1987 – used their “Twingenuity”
and purchased a secondhand Greyhound Bus for an
additional storage room. It was parked in their back
yard. The first of several real estate purchases across
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from Fenway would follow.
In subsequent years, before and after the founding of
Major League Baseball Properties in 1966 as the league’s
agent for marketing and trademark licensing and product,
Twin Enterprises hawked goods to other re-sellers and
stadium concessionaires on cross-country car trips. Bobby
D’Angelo, whose road trips began in 1977, remembers selling
about 50 items. One was a U.S.-manufactured hat by a local
supplier, Devon Cap of Chelsea, MA. Later, with business
rapidly expanding, Henry embarked on an overseas trip
to Hong Kong and Taiwan to find a ball cap supplier. The
company it contracted with had 40 employees at the time;
today it has more than 12,000.

Nonetheless, no alliance has meant more to ’47 and the
D’Angelo Family than the one with their baseball neighbors
in Kenmore Square.
In 2000, the family and its substantial real estate holdings
emerged as a key player in a proposal to construct a new
$627 million Fenway Park. After that plan faded with new
Red Sox ownership a few years later, the D’Angelos were
again thrust into the public spotlight over a proposal to
close off Yawkey Way as a public throughway and make it
part of a renovated stadium footprint. The family today owns
and operates nearly all of the real estate on the opposite
side of the street. The measure passed. And by the time
of the NHL’s 2010 Winter Classic at Fenway Park, ’47 had
secured control of all in-stadium apparel and headwear
concessions.

TM

INSIDEINSIGHT PODCAST
Listen to the interview online
at insideinsight.com

Arthur D’Angelo and his four sons take a
timeout from work inside the ’47 warehouse.
Back row, Mark and David D’Angelo. Front,
Steven, Arthur and Bobby.

Coming Together
’47 helped facilitate a healing among Bostonians of the
city some 40 months later. The company was instrumental
in a fundraising project that benefitted the One Fund, a
charity formed to financially assist the victims of the 2013
Boston Marathon bombings. A limited-edition “Boston
Strong” cap utilizing the team’s trademarked “B” would
become Beantown’s rallying cry, raising more than $1.4
million for the charity.
In the three years since that fateful event, ’47 and its 250
employees have continued to chug toward the company’s
70th anniversary under the family values Arthur taught his
sons many years ago—work hard and treat everyone like
you want to be treated. O
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Participation
Rates Segmented
by Generations

Who Is Most Active?
Inactive

Low/Med Calorie

(U.S. Population, Ages 6+)

Casual & Low/Med Calorie

Active & High Calorie

Active to a Healthy Level
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23.7%

18.2%
25.5%
35.3%
12.9%

11.6%

20.5%
13.5%

15.9%

23.0%

Almost half (49
percent) of all
Millennials were
involved in high
calorie-burning
activities.

In 2015, over 80 percent of
Gen Z were active, with a
quarter being active to a healthy
level. Gen Z had the lowest
percentage of inactivity.

'%. 8 s  
48 percent of Gen
X participated
at least once a
week in a ﬁtness
activity/sports.
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25.8%

35.8%

29.1%

15.2%
11.8%
11.2%

7.7%
7.8%

21.6%

The Boomer generation was
the least active in 2015, 34
percent reporting no activity
and only 37 percent involved in
high calorie-burning exercises.
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Source: SFIA Sports, Fitness, and Leisure Activities Topline Participation Report 2016

33.8%
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